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Introduction to VANZEEL WPC

VANZEEL Wood-Plastic Composite (WPC) hard decking material is 
manufactured from a combination of plastic (RESIN), natural fibres 
and various additives (e.g. Anti-UV, anti-ageing) and uses special 
equipment to blend together. It mixes natural fibre and plastic 
perfectly to keep the natural impression of wood and with rich colours 
of plastic. It is becoming more widely used as it gradually replaces 
wood as a construction material.

With scientific mixture of materials and advanced techniques, the 
VANZEEL WPC is a perfect composite combined by natural fabrics 
and plastics. Its properties are outstanding; high strength, high 
rigidity, anti-acid & alkali, erosion-proof, non-distortion and easy to 
recycle, etc. And it can be made into various of forms that gives it a 
natural feeling of timber. At the same time, the disadvantages of 
timber, like cracking, insect infestations and weakness in durability, 
are all overcome by the use of WPC. Furthermore, the outstanding 
properties of WPC make it unnecessary to paint and maintain. In 
China, we take the lead in developing WPC for many applications, 
and at Vanzeel extreme pride in our products.

More than 60 types of VANZEEL WPC profiles have been developed, 
and they can be used in decking, railings, pavilions, bridges, tables 
and chairs, handrails, flower boxes and pallets etc. Our products, have 
been sold to many cities in China and exported to nearly 57 countries, 
such as America, Poland, Korea, UAE, South Africa, Brazil…

Manufacture and material performance

Compared to wood, plastic and other composite products, WPC 
products have the following features.

- Elegant nature wood texture and touch.
- Elegant and detailed shape design.
- Resistant to cracking and splitting.
- Waterproof, acid, alkali and pest resistance.
- Environmentally friendly with no water chemical hazards.
- Low maintenance, there’s no need to paint our product but it can 

be painted if desired.
- Simple and easy installation.
- UV resistance, fade resistant and durable.
- Dimensional stability against moisture and temperature.

Contrast between Timber and Vanzeel WPC

Comparing timber with VANZEEL Wood Composite products after 
two years of testing, the WPC is resilient to water (rain), climate 
(hot-cold), UV-exposure (sunshine) and insects (woodworms). The 
WPC still keeps its excellent performance and appearance. But the 
timber becomes cracked, faded, aged and rotting has begun.
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Vanzeel WPV Characteristics

Contrast to Timber
Characteristic VANZEEL WPC TIMBER

Properties

Resistant to moisture Waterproof Not waterproof

Resistant to splitting Never Splits Split with the effect of weathering

Resistance to rot Doesn’t Rot Easy to rot if untreated
Resistant to distortion Rarely Distorts Easy to distort especially outdoor

Outdoor application ——————— Very adaptive Some treated-wood is adaptive

Maintenance Painting No need for paint Paint periodically to maintain

Colouring Variety of colours are available Requires treatment

Lifespan ——————— 25-30 Years Extended with maintenance

Form ——————— Any forms are available to produce Simple Forms

Environment ——————— 100% Recyclable Consumes Trees

Summing-up ——————— The ratio of capability to price is large The ratio of capability to price is lesser

Maintains its appearance Has the properties of wood Fire Resistant
Weatherproof Easy to cut, fix and glue 100% recyclable

Won’t crack, split, warp, or splinter Easy to saw, drill and nail No string or wood

High dimensional stability Natural feeling Requires less routine maintenance

Resistance to insects Resistant to UV Environmentally friendly

Easy to manufacture various profiles Easy to Install Multicoloured, and needs no paint





Decking



Most

	Popular

		Products

The most anticipated Vanzeel product so far 


Hot sales in 57 countries


Customer repurchase rate of 92%


Complaint rate of 0%

Germany, Britain, France, Italy, Sweden, Norway, Finland, Czech Republic, 
Brazil, Peru, Chile, Argentina, Mexico, Panama, Singapore, Japan, Korea, 
Malaysia, Saudi Arabia, UAE, Qatar, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, 
Namibia, Egypt, Mauritius

Recommended


product



WPC DECKING 

Article No:  CD-01


Width:        140mm


Thickness:  21mm

WPC DECKING WPC DECKING

Unparalleled Design 
Efficient Installation

Super Stability Value 
and Accessibility

The Patented 
Formula Wide Range 
of Application 

Article No:  TS-04


Width:        200mm


Thickness:  25mm

Article No:  TS-03


Width:        150mm


Thickness:  25mm
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                 3D Embossing decking, with the features of deeper grain, better durability and wear resistance, perfectly mimics wood  
grain, and interprets the meaning of Wood Plastic Composite decking as the alternative to solid wood decking.

                  innovative dura-screw extrusion technology realises a deeper interface diffusion and mechanical interlock of HDPE and 
wood flour particles, thereby ensures a higher strength and toughness of the finished product, and guarantees longer life, high 
screw holding power, and better resistance to moisture, rot, insects. 

patented 3D wood grain surface with are colour is advanced over traditional WPC decking.



Modern Classical
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Capped products
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New 3D
Embossing with

Art Colour
3D Embossing


The surface is embossed with a 3D wood grain design.


The depth of the embossing is 1mm.


The material is hard wearing and the embossing remains affective over time.


Strong solid wood texture, the artwork gives the sensation of real wood.

Art Colour


Our brand new formula and process, makes the surface of the products 
appearance close to the natural look.


The Art Colour doesn’t fade over time as it’s injected into the material during 
the manufacturing process.


Recommended


product



TW-K03 CD-01

TS-03 TS-04

3D 
EMBOSSING 

Art COLOUR 
& 



- The deck can be spanned to a maximum of 61cm; however, we 
recommend a 40cm span on the centre for perpendicular 
application of the boards. If a diagonal design is done, then a 
maximum of 30cm should be used on the centre.

- If you are using regular nails or screws, the deck boards can be 
used as regular timber. Be sure to secure the fasteners through 
the thick parts of the board to get the best adhesion. WPC 
decking is extremely hard and driving nails through it will be 
difficult. Drilling pilot holes for nails recommended.

- Put two deck boards abreast;

- Put long bar tie plate upright under the boards, put one bar every 
25-35cm (According to the selected plank).

- Then put one fixing stud, between two board’s channel;

- Last put one screw in the fixing stud, and then screw down fast. 
Making fixing stud and tie plate connection fast.

 Summary 

 Construction 

Installation, Equipment & Instructions
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- The benefit of using the hidden deck clip is achieving a deck surface 
which is free of nail or screw heads. To install them, follow these steps:

- Draw a chalk line to ensure that the clips are attached to the joists in 
perfect parallel lines and square, 147mm-149mm apart to give 8mm 
gap between boards, this allows water and dirt to be cleaned out 
between the boards and to avoid any expansion that may occur which 
would otherwise cause the boards to be bound together.

- Of the three holes in the clip, use the centre hole to line up the clips 
with the chalk lines, and attach with screws. Once the clips have been 
laid out, the deck board will snap over the clips and be held tightly in 
place. At times the galvanising may reduce the slipperiness of the clips 
and to offset this, use soapy water or lubricating oil.

- Measure from the outside edge 10mm on each end of the deck to 
determine the centre of the starting board, remembering to start with 
the outside board or edge of the deck, as the last board against the 
house may need to be ripped for final placement.

- Another method of installation would be to slide the board over the 
clips, guide the board lengthwise over the installed clips, and squeeze 
the clips as you go. This requires less pressure on the clips than 
snapping the boards over them.

- When the first board is installed, check for square and plump, repeat 
the process again from the outside edge by adding 10mm + 8mm + 
5mm.

- After checking for accuracy repeat process board by board. The 
number of clips will depend on the size of the deck and the joist 
spacing. Every board should have a clip at every joist. Therefore, 
calculate how many will be needed on the basis of each board.

- Length: If you are laying out boards end to end, the expansion 
and contraction of the length dimensions must be considered. We 
recommend a length gap of (8mm) between the boards. If the 
temperature from the time of installation to the maximum 
expected temperature is over 40oC, set the gap at 6mm. For end 
to end installation you will need to add an extra joist or add a 2*4 
to an existing joist. To avoid the end to end appearance on the 
deck, an alternative to consider is putting a vertical deck board 
into the design to form an “internal boarder” for neatness. 
Obviously, this would require blocking between joists.

- Slope of deck: Even with spacing of the boards, the deck should 
be sloped away from the house to avoid any water build up 
against the house wall. A slope of 25mm’’ in 254mm would be 
sufficient.

Note:

When installing boards diagonally, it is recommended that screws 
be used in place of clips. This will ensure that the boards will be 
attached securely to the joists.
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When fixing the plastic clips ensure 
they are straight and not on an 
angle.

The starting clips must be aligned 
correctly prior to start.

Ensure the ground is solid and 
smooth and there is at least a 
10mm gap between opposing 
joists to allow for expansion.


Gap should not exceed 20mm
Install the L-Corner at the 
point two places meet. A good 
mitre joint is required with 
smooth edges along the cut.
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Installing the WPC decking, the gap of two decking should be no less 
than 8mm.
Please note that:
There should be about a 10mm gap between the wall and joist, as well 
as between the wall and decking. This is to allow for expansion and 
contraction.

We can also choose metal clips to install the WPC decking. 
Using the metal clips installation is similar to using the plastic 
clips. After finishing the installation, the spacing between 
decking is a little different. Using plastic clips to install, the 
spacing between decking is about 5-8mm, and used metal clips 
to installed, the spacing will be about 3mm.
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Cladding
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www.vanzeelwpc.com

http://www.vanzeelwpc.com




 Tools & Accessories  

 Summary 

- Before we install the wall cladding, the joist must be installed first, 
because we need to fix the wall cladding on the joist. (Aluminium or 
steel frames are also ok to use as joists). Of course, you can install 
the wall panel on the wall directly, but this requires the architect 
approval.

- The span of every two joists is normally 300mm.

Wall Cladding CV-03 (157*21mm) installation

Fix the joist with the 
expansion screw.

The space between two 
joists should be less than 
300mm.

Install the starting clip at the 
bottom of the joist.

According to the design of the 
wall pane, it can be installed 
quickly from bottom to top.

Except the bottom layer of the 
wall panel needs the starting 
clips, the other parts wall 
panel requires only screws.

Request our 
comprehensive guide 
on installation.

Use the L Corner to 
complete the 
installation.
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Railing Fencing Pergola Flower Box

Ecological Cabin Pavilion Sign Board Trash Can

Outdoor Bench Frame of Door and 
Window Shutter Billboard

Industrial Pallet Fitness Equipment 
Accessories Ceiling Pet Box



Other profile
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TYPE SIZE PRODUCT SECTIONAL 
VIEW

APPLICATION

TF-02R 120 x 120mm

4.72 x 4.72in

Fence, Pergola, 
Railing

TF-02K 180 x 180mm

7.09 x 7.09in Pergola

TF-02T 123 x 123mm

4.84 x 4.84in Pergola

TF-03A 50 x 40mm

1.97 x 1.58in Railing
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Billboard

Industrial Pallet
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Ceiling
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The mill marking on the side of Vanzeel decking boards are required by building codes. 
With careful installation, most mill marking can be lightened removed with acetone.

VANZEEL wood composite products can be painted or stained. VANZEEL does not 
recommend painting and can not guarantee the performance of anything applied to 
the product.

When in snow and ice whether, we can use t he Calcium chloride or rock 
salt, available in many home centres, will melt ice on Vanzeel wood 
decking.

Because of the excellent performance of the WPC, 
products normally don’t need special treatment and 
maintenance, such as the oil painted, rusty-
resistance coating. The colour will fade very slowly, 
and it will look more like nature wood colour as times 
goes by. Below there are several tips about 
maintenance and cleaning although our products are 
easy to maintain.

Scratches, nicks, cuts, and grooves can be eliminated by using a wire brush. Brushing will need to be consistent with the grain of the product and the brushed area will weather 
back in approximately 5-10 weeks. Surface scratches and abrasions can be sanded out but, on these planks will fade after weathering. Once they have fully weathered, they are 
more resistant to visible scratching . For deeper scratches a soldering iron can be used. BY applying heat to the scratch with a soldering iron, the damaged area will be less visible.

Dirt and Debris 

Markings

Visible Mill Markings

Water Spots/leaf Staining

Pigment Staining

Ice and Snow
Scuffs & Abrasions

Clean deck to remove dirt and debris. Soap, hot water and a soft bristle brush are all 
you need.

All colour lines are permanent except white. We suggest using using white chalk or 
baby powder. Scrubbing the area with hot soapy water with bleach may dislodge 
some of the chalk.

Tannin leaching occurs in Vanzeel wood and based 
products naturally. Allow for at least 16 weeks of 
normal weathering. This process may be hastened 
through the use of a product containing oxalic or 
phosphoric acid commonly known as Deck 
Brightener.

During the weathering process, a small amount of 
surface pigmentation may wash off the Vanzeel 
wood surface, which may discolour neighbouring 
surfaces. Remove with common rust cleaner.

Will fade or disappear naturally after 12-16 weeks of weathering This can be 
accelerated with a bleach-based deck wash followed by weathering.

Rust Stains, Ground-In Dirt and Grime
Clean deck to remove dirt and debris. Soap, hot water  and a soft bristle brush are 
all you need.

Oil and Grease Stain
Scrub with a household degreasing agent as soon as the stain occurs. Rinse with 
hot water.

Berries and Wine Stains
Mix bleach into water according to the bleach-packaging label Scrub the stain lightly 
and rinse thoroughly. The stain may not disappear entirely.

Inks may be permanent. However, the stain 
maybe lightened by scrubbing with hot soapy 
water. Rinse thoroughly.

Ink Stains

Pressure Washer
Vanzeel wood does not recommend the use of a 
pressure washer. The use of a pressure washer 
with a greater pressure than 150PSI and/or applied 
closer than 25cm from the deck surface could 
damage the decking surface and result in a loss of 
warranty coverage.

Mould
Use conventional deck washes or cleaners that contain sodium hypochlorite 
(bleach) and detergent. Periodic cleaning of your decking in the Spring and Fall, 
even if it appears clears clean, is important to prevent the build-up of pollen/
debris that can cause cold badly using.

Sanding
We recommend sanding the finish of the surface.After sanding, some of the plank 
will return to its original appearance.

Maintenance & Care

Painting suggestions.

Nicks, cuts and grooves.
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Fixings & Accessories



TYPE SIZE PRODUCT
SECTION 

VIEW APPLICATION

CH-L 56 x 51mm

2.21 x 2.01in

For Decking &   
Wall Cladding

TH-S 56 x 51mm

2.21 x 2.01in

For Decking &   
Wall Cladding

ST-01 140 x 21mm

5.51 x 0.83in For Decking Edge

ST-02 140 x 25mm

5.51 x 0.98in For Decking Edge

TH-D 50 x 25mm

1.97 x 0.98in PP Plastic For decking & wall 

cladding

TH-D2 50 x 25mm

1.97 x 0.98in PP Plastic For decking & wall 

cladding
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TYPE SIZE PRODUCT MATERIAL APPLICATION

TW Series Clip

(TW-F)

/ ABS Plastic
 For 24-26mm

Thickness Decking

TW Series Clip

(TW-H)

/ ABS Plastic
 For 21, 23mm

Thickness Decking 

TS Series Clip

(Locking Clip)

/
304 Stainless 

Steel
 Collocate with T5 
Series Clip

TW Series Clip

(TW-C)

/
304 Stainless 

Steel
 For 24-26mm

Thickness Decking

TW Series Clip

(TW-H)

/
304 Stainless 

Steel
 For 21, 23mm

Thickness Decking
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TYPE SIZE PRODUCT MATERIAL APPLICATION

TW Series Clip

(TW-K)

/
304 Stainless 

Steel
 For CO-04

Start Clip

(TH-A)

/
304 Stainless 

Steel
 For >24mm

Thickness Decking

Start Clip

(TH-C)

/
304 Stainless 

Steel

For <23mm

Thickness 

Decking / Wall 
Cladding

Cladding Clip / Aluminium Alloy
 For CO-06 / CO-08

Screw 4 x 35
304 Stainless 

Steel
 For TS Series Clip
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TYPE SIZE PRODUCT MATERIAL APPLICATION

Screw 4 x 35
304 Stainless 

Steel
 Colour-match 
Screw 

Screw 4 x 32
304 Stainless 

Steel
 For Cladding 
Installation

Screw 4 x 25
304 Stainless 

Steel
 For TW Series 
Clip / Start Clip

Screw 4 x 32
410 Stainless 

Steel
 For Drilling Metal

Screw 4 x 25
410 Stainless 

Steel
 For Drilling Metal
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TYPE SIZE PRODUCT MATERIAL APPLICATION

Screw 6 x 80

Expansion Screw

304 Stainless 
Steel
 For Decking / Wall 

Cladding Joist

Screw 10 x 100

Expansion Bolt

304 Stainless 
Steel
 For steel base

Aluminium 
Joist

50 x 30 Aluminium Alloy
 For decking

End Cap 150 x 25 PP Plastic For TS-03

End Cap 157 x 22 PP Plastic For CO-04
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TYPE SIZE PRODUCT MATERIAL APPLICATION

Sealing Strip 
(SL-01) / Foamed EPDM For cladding seam 

sealing

Sealing Strip 
(SL-02) / Silicone For wall cladding

Sealing Strip 
(SL-08) / Foamed Silicone For CO-08

Pedestal /

       

PP Plastic For joint support

Post Clip

(L Clip) /

304 Stainless 
Steel
 For profile

Post Clip

(U Clip) /

304 Stainless 
Steel
 For profile
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Fencing



This is our new product so we don’t have any pretty pictures of installed fences yet. We 
are sure that your fence will look fantastic when erected correctly and would like to see 
your pictures on our projects page.

A set is W1.80*H1.80m and consists of:


1. POST CAP 

2. STRIP 

3. POST 

4. STEEL INSERT 

5. TOP RAIL 

6. BOTTOM RAIL 

7. FENCING BOARD
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Components

Fence Board

Post

Post Insert

Other items & fence fixings

Post Cap 1 Post Cap 2 Bottom Rail Top Rail Post Skirt

Strip Bolt Bolt
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If a fencing board is damaged replacing the board is easy. 
• Remove the fence cap. 
• Remove the top rail. 
• Slide all the boards above the damaged board up. 
• Remove the damaged board. 
• Slide all the boards down. 
• Install the new board on the top. 
• Fix the top rail. 
• Replace the post cap.

NB: All fence post on any fence wether WPC or wood require a competent person to erect correctly. Once the 
posts are erected correctly the remaining components are fairly quick and easy to install.

• Decide where you would like your fence. 
• Mark the post locations. 
• Dig the foundations for your post and secure them 

(ensure the correct distance between posts). 
• Either method above can be used to secure the post.  
• Next fix the bottom rail. 
• Then start sliding the fence boards down in the 

groove of each post. 
• Ensure the fence boards are located correctly and 

there are no gaps. 
• Then finish off by placing the top rail and fencing 

caps on.
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Normally when choosing your decking wether wood or WPC, you need to buy planks and they usually come in lengths 
of  2.5, 3.6 and 5.4 Lengths (other lengths are available).


When it’s ready to be laid the installer will measure the length that’s required and cut the plank accordingly.


No matter how careful they are there will always be wastage (off-cuts). We always accept wastage on these kind of jobs 
for recycling. 
At VANZEEL WPC we calculate the amount of material required from the dimensions you provide from your plan. 

We cut the planks to size in the factory  NO WASTAGE, saving you money and time. (See the illustration below)

Standard purchased decking 3.6m length. Cut required 1000mm lengths, allowing for a 2mm cut this plank needs to be 4.006m

Vanzeel purchased decking

5.994 of wasted material

No waste
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Before


Wooden Decking, slippery when wet, discoloured, 
mouldy, broken, cracked and rotten.

After


WPC Decking, not slippery, not discoloured, not mouldy, 
not broken, not cracked or rotten.

Points to note in the pictures of before and after below.


We have found that wood products will dry out slower after its been raining, and the surface becomes slippy. Vanzeel decking solves these 
problems.


Decking is mouldy and difficult to clean with the wood products and replacement planks start to make the appearance looks unsightly.


Finally in the before picture part of the joists were rotten causing the structure to sink and deform. Vanzeel WPC doesn’t rot!
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Web: 	 www.vanzeelwpc.com


Address:	 Luolong District


	 	 Luoyang


	 	 Henan


	 	 China


Contact our sales team


Email:	 sales@vanzeelwpc.com

http://www.vanzeelwpc.com
mailto:sales@vanzeel.com
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